NON-AIR PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTED
ON AIRLINE APPS 2Q20
Airline apps have matured multifold in the last few years, catalyzed, of course, by technology.
In addition to air ticketing itself, the true testament of an airline app is to evolve into a travel
planning and booking hub. Thus, cross-selling other travel products is increasingly the motive
of most airlines to increase the app stickiness.
VIDEC’s App in the Sky assesses the various travel services cross-sold on 118 airline
Android apps.

HOTELS

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
HOTELS AND LODGING

Up to one in four airlines sell hotels as an add-on
travel product via their apps. Although the
27% of airlines which offer hotels in their apps
have increased slightly year-over-year, there
still remains a sizable untapped opportunity to
cross-sell.

27%

CAR RENTAL/HIRE

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
CAR RENTAL

Few airlines view car rentals as an attractive
add-on product for onward traveler journeys, as
is evident with its incorporation in 25% of the
airline apps evaluated in 2Q20.

25%

GROUND TRANSPORTATION

AIRLINE APPS THAT DISTRIBUTE
GROUND TRANSPORTATION

Only 6 out of 118 airlines analyzed integrated
any third-party ground transfer services within
their apps.

4%

VACATIONS AND PACKAGES

AIRLINE APPS THAT OFFER
VACATVIONS AND PACKAGES

Although there has been a slight increase in the
number of airlines offering complete packages
via their apps, the numbers are still not as many.
Only 8 airlines apps allow users to book vacation
and packages via their mobile apps in 2Q20, up
from 5 apps in 1Q20.

7%

ON-DEMAND
TRANSPORTATION

AIRLINE APPS THAT OFFER
VACATVIONS AND PACKAGES

Only 5 airlines integrated on-demand taxi
and ride-sharing services such as Uber, Grab,
Careem, etc. in their apps.

5%

VIDEC’S App in the Sky is an infographic series based on our analysis of 107 airline Android-based apps. videc conducted
the research in April 2020 to identify and assess flight shopping and booking functionalities, ancillary products, services,
travel management tools, etc. integrated within the airline Android apps. The airline apps were evaluated on 54 unique
aspects/components across various stages of app launch, flight search, booking, travel management, loyalty/customer
logins, products sold, payment methods and customer support.
videc shall not be held responsible for any loss - tangible or intangible, due to the inclusion (or not) of the analysis in VIDEC’S
App in the Sky.

